The North American Conference on British Studies announces further winners of its 1993 prizes for scholarship.

The Huntington Library Fellowship for research in residence has been awarded to

Jennifer Stine
History Department, Stanford University,
for dissertation research on

Democratic Subjects
The Self and the Social in Nineteenth-Century England
Patrick Joyce
This pioneering and original study explores critically the nature of class identity by looking at the formation and influence of two men (Edwin Waugh and John Bright) who are considered representative of what "working class" and "middle class" meant in nineteenth-century England.
44334-2 Hardback $54.95
44802-6 Paperback $19.95

Monastic and Religious Orders in Britain, 1000–1300
Janet Burton
Tracing the development of monasticism in England, Scotland and Wales, this text explores the impact of the Norman Settlement, how Britain responded to new, European ideas, and the needs of religious women, as well as the relationships between the orders and their founders and patrons.
Cambridge Medieval Textbooks
37441-3 Hardback $69.95
37797-8 Paperback $18.95

In the Theatre of Romanticism
Coleridge, Nationalism, Women
Julie A. Carlson
English Romanticism has long been considered an "undramatic" and "antitheatrical" age, yet Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley and Keats all wrote plays and viewed them as central to England's poetic and political reform. In the Theatre of Romanticism analyzes these plays in the context of London theater at the time, and focuses on their constructions of women and nationhood.
44428-4 Hardback $49.95

Conquest, Anarchy and Lordship
Yorkshire, 1066–1154
Paul Dalton
Focusing on Yorkshire, by far the largest English county, this book examines three of the most important themes in the period described by Sir Frank Stenton as "the first century of English feudalism": the Norman conquest, the anarchy of Stephen's reign, and the nature of lordship and land tenure.
45098-5 Hardback $69.95

Making a Medical Market
Doctors and Their Patients in English Society 1720–1911
Anne Digby
Making a medical market explores the neglected socioeconomic history of medical practice, beginning with the first voluntary hospital in 1720 and ending with national health insurance in 1911. It looks at public appointments in hospitals and dispensaries, office under public welfare systems, and at private practice.
34526-X Hardback $64.95

Essays on Renaissance Literature
Vol. 2 The Drama
William Empson
John Haffenden, Editor
This collection of William Empson's essays on drama is the second volume of his writings on Renaissance literature. Edited by leading Empson scholar John Haffenden, the contents range from essays on The Spanish Tragedy, Volpone and The Duchess of Malfi to a sprightly piece on Elizabethan spirits.
44044-0 Hardback $49.95

Religion, Culture and Society in Early Modern Britain
Essays in Honour of Patrick Collinson
Anthony Fletcher and Peter Roberts, Editors
In this volume fourteen distinguished historians of early modern Britain pay tribute to an outstanding scholar and teacher: Patrick Collinson, currently Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambridge.
41821-6 Hardback $59.95

The Economic History of Britain since 1700
Second Edition
Roderick Floud and Donald McCloskey, Editor
An economic history of Britain since 1700, in three volumes by thirty-nine eminent historians and economists, this book will succeed the first edition of "Floud and McCloskey" (published in 1981) as the leading source on its subject.
The Best in History

William Harvey's Natural Philosophy
Roger French
This book, the most extensive discussion of William Harvey to be published for over 25 years, reports extensively on the views of those who wrote for and against his views and discoveries (including the circulation of the blood). It is a study of a major change in natural philosophy and of the forces which acted for and, equally important, against change.
45535-9 Hardback $64.95

The English Faust Book
John Henry Jones, Editor
This first scholarly edition of a major Renaissance text is edited and introduced by a leading expert on the Faust legend.
42087-3 Hardback $80.00

Joseph Banks and the English Enlightenment
Useful Knowledge and Polite Culture
John Gascoigne
This book places the work of Joseph Banks in the context of the Enlightenment. Banks' relation to major scientific and cultural currents in late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century British society is explored through a number of chapters dealing with the cultural ideal of the "virtuoso," the pursuit of natural history and anthropology and the practice of "improvement."
45077-2 Hardback $59.95

Literature, Politics and National Identity
Reformation to Renaissance
Andrew Hadfield
This book is an attempt to provide a fresh look at the literary history of the sixteenth century via a study of some major figures (Spenser, Skelton, Sidney) and some less-well-known works.
44207-9 Hardback $59.95

Public Health in British India
Anglo-Indian Preventive Medicine, 1859–1914
Mark Harrison
Emphasizing the active role of the indigenous population, this first major study differs significantly from other works by covering previously unresearched areas such as European attitudes toward India and their reflections in medical literature as well as medical policy.
44127-7 Hardback $69.95
46688-1 Paperback $29.95

Theatre and Fashion
Oscar Wilde to the Suffragettes
Joel H. Kaplan and Sheila Stowell
This is the first book to explore the complex relationship among theater, fashion, and society in the late Victorian and early modern eras.
41510-1 Hardback $49.95

Men in Women’s Clothing
Anti-Theatricality and Effeminization, 1579–1642
Laura Levine
Beginning in 1579 when a leading dramatic critic remarked that theater “effeminated” the mind, this examination of the Renaissance theater world focuses on the ways in which Shakespeare, Jonson and Marlowe, among others, addressed a generation’s anxieties about gender and the stage.
45507-3 Hardback about $54.95
46627-X Paperback about $17.95

Now in paperback…

The Development of Darwin’s Theory
Natural History, Natural Theology, and Natural Selection, 1838–1859
Dov Ospovat
"...a landmark in Darwinian studies…"
—Stephen Jay Gould
46940-6 Paperback about $22.95

Heaven, Hell and the Victorians
Michael Wheeler
"The book is what George Steiner has called it, a work of formidable and incisive learning."
—Penelope Fitzgerald, The Observer
"...brilliant."
—A. S. Byatt, The Mail on Sunday
45565-0 Paperback about $18.95
Industry in the Countryside
Wealden Society in the Sixteenth Century
Michael Zell

*Industry in the Countryside* explores the nature of manufacturing before the Industrial Revolution. It is a wide-ranging study of one English region where woolen textiles were produced by outworkers in their own cottages, on behalf of capitalist entrepreneurs.

44541-8 Hardback $54.95

Chasing Progress in the Irish Republic
Ideology, Democracy and Dependent Development
John Kurt Jacobsen

Investigating the political causes and consequences of the economic policy choices made in Ireland since independence, this text addresses many key debates in political economy and development studies as well as the role of the state in the international economy.

44078-5 Hardback $59.95
46620-2 Paperback $18.95

King James VI and I: Political Writings
Johann P. Sommerville, Editor

James VI and I united the crowns of England and Scotland. His books are fundamental sources of the principles which underlay the union and among the most influential writings of their period. This edition is the first to draw on all the early texts.

44209-5 Hardback about $54.95
44729-1 Paperback about $19.95

Constitutional Royalism and the Search for Settlement, c. 1640–1649
David L. Smith

‘Constitutional royalism’ is one of the most familiar yet least often examined of all the political labels found in the historiography of the English Revolution. This book fills a gap by investigating the leading Constitutional royalists who rallied to King Charles I in 1642 while consistently urging him to reach an ‘accommodation’ with Parliament.

Cambridge Studies in Early Modern British History
41056-8 Hardback $64.95

Now in paperback...

Reconstructing the Criminal
Culture, Law and Policy in England, 1830–1914
Martin J. Wiener

“Studies of Victorian crime have multiplied rapidly in the last decade but many have been narrowly focused. Martin J. Wiener’s book provides an intellectual framework for understanding the varieties and complexities of the topic by considering attitudes and actions in their cultural settings.”

—American Historical Review
47882-0 Paperback $18.95

Available in bookstores or from

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS

40 West 20th Street
New York, NY 10011-4211
Call toll-free 800-872-7423
MasterCard/VISA accepted.
Prices subject to change.
Hilton L. Root
The Fountain of Privilege
Political Foundations of Markets in Old Regime France and England
In contrasting political stability in Georgian England with the collapse of the Old Regime in France, Root applies contemporary economic and political theory to answer long-standing historical questions about modernization.
California Series on Social Choice and Political Economy, $45.00 cloth

Debora Kuller Shuger
The Renaissance Bible
Scholarship, Sacrifice, and Subjectivity
"Shuger is one of the most original interpreters of the English Renaissance now writing, and The Renaissance Bible is her best book yet.... [It] will help revitalize the study of religion for Renaissance scholars and cultural critics." —Jeffrey Knapp, author of An Empire Nowhere
The New Historicism, $40.00 cloth, illustrated

Phyllis Mack
Visionary Women
Ecstatic Prophecy in Seventeenth-Century England
New in paper—"Sets a new standard for the study of women in religion and for the history of the self. It does so with an exciting new approach to the study of women prophets—especially Quakers—in 17th-century England. ... A rich, provocative, and remarkable book.” —Book Prize Committee, The Berkshire Conference of Women Historians
Winner, 1993 Berkshire Conference History Book Prize, $16.00 paper

At bookstores or order toll-free 1-800-822-6657.
University of California Press
Berkeley Los Angeles New York London
Peter Porcupine in America

Pamphlets on Republicanism and Revolution

WILLIAM COBBETT

Edited and with an Introduction by David A. Wilson

"A splendid collection of the brilliantly vituperative prose that the great Englishman Cobbett hurled at the democratic and egalitarian mentality of America's founding generation."—Isaac Kramnick, Cornell University

DOCUMENTS IN AMERICAN SOCIAL HISTORY. $29.95

Hellenism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford

LINDA DOWLING

Dowling offers the first detailed account of Oxford Hellenism, the Victorian philosophical and literary movement that envisioned the possibility of homosexuality as a positive social identity. $25.95

Leaving England

Essays on British Emigration in the Nineteenth Century

CHARLOTTE ERICKSON

The British Isles provided more overseas settlers than any country in continental Europe during the nineteenth century, but English emigrants to North America have remained largely invisible, partly for lack of records about their departure or their experiences. Erickson uses new sources to understand this long-neglected group and the nature of their lives in a new land. $38.50

The Battle of the Books

History and Literature in the Augustan Age

JOSEPH M. LEVINE

New in Paper! "Levine's significant contribution serves as an indispensable source for all future attempts to evaluate the culture and learning of Stuart and Georgian England."—Choice. "Levine's account [of the battle of the books] is more detailed than any previously offered."—Times Higher Education Supplement $16.95

The Power of Commerce

Economy and Governance in the First British Empire

NANCY F. KOEHN

What price do states pay for becoming and remaining world powers? Why did the first greatly expanded British Empire collapse so rapidly? Koehn here recounts the urgent challenges that confronted the British in the ten-year period following their overwhelming victory in the Seven Years War. $29.95

At bookstores, or call (607) 277-2211 (credit card orders only)
The University of Georgia Press

History, Gender, and Eighteenth-Century Literature
Edited by Beth Fowkes Tobin
At once feminist and historical, these essays draw on culture, history, and gender as categories of analysis to explore British literature. From a variety of critical angles, the contributors to this volume contend that a comprehensive understanding of the circumstances and conditions of women's and men's lives is vital to the task of literary criticism.

$50.00 cloth

Noble Government
The Stuart Lord Lieutenancy and the Transformation of English Politics
Victor L. Stater
"The scope of Noble Government reveals the underlying pattern of changes, including the pivotal—and largely ignored—role of the lords lieutenant in this 'Century of Revolutions.' It is hard to overestimate the importance of this finding. Because previous scholarship on English local government has focused on the bench of JPs, Stater's work will force a fundamental re-appraisal of prevailing views about provincial government in the seventeenth century."—Thomas Cogswell

$45.00 cloth

Historicizing Milton
Spectacle, Power, and Poetry in Restoration England
Laura Lunger Knoppers
Historicizing Milton is the first book-length treatment of Milton's major poems to show how they respond to royalist spectacles of the 1660s and 1670s, spectacles which were intended as displays of divinely approved monarchical power.

20 photographs, $45.00 cloth

Governor Henry Ellis and the Transformation of British North America
Edward J. Cashin
This is the most complete biography to date of Henry Ellis (1721–1806). Focusing on his governorship of the Georgia colony and subsequent service to George III's ministry, Edward Cashin puts Ellis's life and career in the context of the political machinations and great cultural migrations, encounters, and conflicts of British imperial and American colonial history.

4 maps, $45.00 cloth
Culture and Politics in Early Stuart England
Edited by Kevin Sharpe and Peter Lake
This collection of essays reexamines the relationship between English politics and culture in the first half of the 17th century from the vantage point of the burst of recent and sometimes controversial developments in historical and literary scholarship.
$16.95 paper $45.00 cloth

Discipline and Power
The University, History, and the Making of an English Elite, 1870-1930
Reba N. Soffer
An intellectual, cultural, and social analysis of the ways in which universities successfully transformed a set of values, encoded in the concept of “liberal education,” into a licensing system for a national elite.
$45.00 cloth

John Stuart Mill and India
Lynn Zastoupil
Based upon extensive investigation of Mill’s dispatches to India, this book suggests that important parallels exist between Mill’s development as a thinker and his neglected India House career.
$39.50 cloth

London’s Burning
Life, Death, and Art in the Second World War
Peter Stansky and William Abrahams
“Sculptor Henry Moore, composer Benjamin Britten and filmmaker Humphrey Jennings are the focus of this absorbing, vivid study on how British artists responded to the exigencies of World War II.” —Publishers Weekly
$29.95 cloth

Journey to the Frontier
Two Roads to the Spanish Civil War
Peter Stansky and William Abrahams
A classic account of England between the wars and the “30’s generation,” this remarkably engaging book examines the lives of two young English poets, Julian Bell and John Cornford, who died fighting against fascism in the Spanish civil war.
$17.95 paper

STANFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
Stanford, CA 94305-2235
A SOCIAL HISTORY OF TRUTH
Civility and Science in Seventeenth-Century England
Steven Shapin

"Shapin presents an intellectual history of a formative period of English science to illustrate a source of the collective trust we place in scientific truth."—Library Journal

"For the past fifteen years, Shapin has been one of the most important scholars of the history of science. With this book, his major achievement, he places the work of the scholar at the heart of aristocratic society in the seventeenth century. The result is magisterial."—Jacques Revel, École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales

Cloth $29.95 508 pages

Science and Its Conceptual Foundations series

UNDER REVIEW
Further Writings on Writers, 1946-1990
Anthony Powell

"Anthony Powell's inimitable short-essay reviews [are] our nearest thing to Aubrey's Brief Lives in the immense quantity of fascinating information and shrewd comment they pack in a few words, in their serene air of calculated dishevelment, and in their total readability. They are brighter and beadier now than on the day they were written."—John Bayley, The Sunday Times

Cloth $34.95 480 pages

MAPS IN TUDOR ENGLAND
P. D. A. Harvey

In the England of 1500 maps were rare objects, little used or understood. By 1600 they had become a familiar part of everyday life, created and used for practical purposes, woven into tapestries, illustrating bibles, and even printed on playing cards. Harvey traces this revolution of production, understanding, and use of maps in England from 1485 to 1603.

Cloth $29.95 120 pages Illus.
Journal of British Studies

Offering fascinating insights . . .

*JBS* is the major outlet for British Studies in North America and is devoted exclusively to scholarly articles in all areas of British history and culture.

Exposure to influential and prominent scholars from several areas . . .

In every issue of *JBS* subscribers receive research results from an impressive roster of international authors, providing you with different perspectives on a variety of issues.

An enduring commitment to quality . . .

After 30 years of publication, *JBS* remains one of the most respected journals in the study of British history and civilization. Its longevity is a reflection of the trust scholars place in this peer-reviewed journal. Also, the sponsorship of *JBS* by the North American Conference on British Studies (NACBS) assures you that the material you read meets the highest standards.

Published quarterly by The University of Chicago Press

Regular one-year subscription rates: Institutions $70.00; Individuals $43.00; NACBS Individual Members $29.00. Outside USA, please add $2.50 for postage. Canadians, please add 7% GST. Student subscribers accepted as members of the society only. Visa and MasterCard payments accepted. To order send check or credit card information (acct. #, exp. date, and signature) to The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept. SF4SA, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637 USA.
Journals
from
The University of Chicago Press

Throughout the Humanities

At the forefront of academic publishing for a century, the University of Chicago Press brings you the highest standards of scholarship.

Classical Philology
Critical Inquiry
Ethics: An International Journal of Social, Political, and Legal Philosophy
History of Religions
International Journal of American Linguistics
Journal of the History of Sexuality
Journal of Near Eastern Studies
The Journal of Religion
Modern Philology
Public Culture*
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society
Winterthur Portfolio: A Journal of American Material Culture

*New from Chicago in 1993

For information about individual Journal, write to Sandra Willis, Subscription Fulfillment, The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637. Fax (312) 753-0811.
The Collected Letters of Robert Louis Stevenson
Edited by Bradford A. Booth and Ernest Mehew

"In the centenary year of his death, one of the best letter writers in English receives his due in the hands of Stevenson authorities Booth and Mehew. Eight volumes of letters will be published, restoring more than twice as many to print as we'd had heretofore. To read Stevenson gaining confidence in his art is to understand the humble yet unerring precision that invests all of his great fiction so memorably."—Kirkus Reviews

"The outstanding literary event of the centenary year."—Janet Adam Smith, The New York Review of Books

Volumes I and II are available at $45.00 each
Volumes III, IV, V, and VI will be available in November at $45.00 each

Boswell's Life of Johnson
An Edition of the Original Manuscript
Volume I: 1709-1765
Edited by Marshall Waingrow
The original manuscript of James Boswell's Life of Johnson—a composite of his basic draft and innumerable revisions—served as printer’s copy despite its maze-like appearance. This book is the first of four volumes to be devoted to that original manuscript, an edition that will make it accessible for the first time. $75.00
Copublished with Edinburgh University Press

The Journals of James Boswell
1762-1795
Selected and introduced by John Wain
This one-volume selection of Boswell's journal entries, gathered and introduced by the distinguished writer John Wain, brings to life both a pre-eminent chronicler of eighteenth-century Britain and the tumultuous land about which he wrote so well.

"A delectable book. ...Admirable."—Martin Fagg, The Times Educational Supplement $16.00

To order call 1-800-YUP-READ

Jane Austen's Novels
The Art of Clarity
Roger Gard
"Gard has something new to say about all the novels, and his narrative is elegant, amusing and jargon-free. His confrontation with the specialists is conducted in detail in the sparkly and sparkling footnotes."
—Judith Marshall, The Tablet $14.00

Yale University Press
P.O. Box 209040
New Haven, CT 06520

new in paperbound

https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms.
https://doi.org/10.1017/S0021937100022218
Acclaimed for their dramatic rendering of the personalities and forces that shaped Elizabethan politics, Wallace T. MacCaffrey's three volumes thoroughly chronicle the Queen's decision making throughout her reign in a way that combines pleasurable reading with subtle analysis. Together in paperback for the first time, these books will find a wide readership among professional historians and armchair historians alike.

The Shaping of the Elizabethan Regime
Elizabethan Politics, 1558-1572

Queen Elizabeth and the Making of Policy, 1572-1588
Paper: $18.95 ISBN 0-691-10112-4

Elizabeth I
War and Politics, 1588-1603